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ON DOROTHY CARTER

You gave us your soul in music and you made us men in return.
Thank you Dorothy for allowing us to hear in our hearts what we
are blind to in life, life is music, we don’t know it till we hear it.
                                                   
    – written by a fan

My mom lived for music. Meeting like minds, artists, musicians,
traveling around a lot absorbing culture, music was her true
passion and everyone who heard it knew it. Take time to
see beauty and enjoy Dorothy’s music. With love.
                                               
   – written by Dorothy’s daughter, Celeste



Dorothy was my inspiration. She went to good schools and liked reading. She was 
a great person of unbelievable depth and quality.

Dorothy and I met in Mexico City in the sixties while she was traveling; she was 
staying at a monastery in Cuernavaca, Mexico. She played Irish harp originally 
and I persuaded her to make music, while I was only a visual artist at the time.

She was very perfectionist with her music and directed me while playing for the 
recording sessions of Waillee Waillee, telling me how I should play.

– Bob Rutman



Dorothy Carter was a brilliant and beautiful soul, a musician with 
the power to profoundly move people, a magical woman who 
shared freely and a very special friend. 

I was living in New York City, involved with a video arts collective 
called Survival Arts Media, when Ben Levine and I met up with 
the Central Maine Power Music Company. We immediately began 
collaborating with the group and eventually toured the East Coast 
together, putting on music and art shows at places like the Boston 
Museum of Art, the Boston Planetarium, numerous colleges/uni-
versities, and other venues as far south as Baltimore. I traveled 
out to the Midwest by car with Dorothy, her daughter Celeste, and 
James Fangboner, and we played music at universities all along 
the way. I originally played the tamboura, and then also learned 
to play zithers, hammered dulcimer, drums and percussion under 
Dorothy’s tutelage. I accompanied her in countless performances 
from Maine to Baltimore and through the Midwest.  

When I gave birth to my daughter Rosa, I found a new love and 
dedication and put an end to traveling and performing. Those 
years spent with Dorothy Carter and the Central Maine Power 
Music Company, with such luminaries as Bob Rutman, Constance 
Demby, Sally Hilmer and Hugh Robbins, have always remained a 
bright, creative light in my life. Dorothy gave so much to so many 
and possessed a heart full of love and magic. I am ever grateful to 
have known her.  
  

– Gail Faith Edwards



Dorothy Carter is someone who really influenced my ear-
ly zither exploration and vocabulary. I was introduced to 
her in New York City in the late 1970’s by her hammer 
dulcimer luthier, Jenny Lynch, who lived in New York’s 
East Village.

Dorothy heard me busking with my electric autoharp/
zither on a West Village sidewalk one weekday afternoon 
and invited me to Jenny’s home to meet a visiting client 
from Massachusetts. She was coming into town to pick 
up her new handcrafted hammer dulcimer. I accepted 
the invitation and showed up in time to perform for 
them. She heard what I did with the autoharp and invit-
ed me to the Boston Globe Music Fest later that year.

I went and performed a live set at the fest and stayed at 
Dorothy’s home with her and her daughter, Celeste, who 
was quite young at the time. The Boston Globe Music 
Fest was wonderful. Dorothy Carter was as I recall a 
gentle mannered petite red hair lady, easy smiling.

Shortly after those meetings I began exploring the use 
of wooden hammers on my open tuned zither. I met with 
Dorothy again once or twice since then, whenever she 
would come into the East Village to visit with Jenny.

– Laraaji



These three songs comprise “Celtic Medley.”

Dorothy was a very loving, soft-spoken, and intelligent woman. She 
rarely got angry, and had many friends. When she played music, a 
look of rapture came over her face. She was also quite religious, and 
I think she tried to live with love and compassion for humanity.

I was in Berlin when Dorothy was there. From time to time she would 
stay with myself and Bob. She had her own small black and white TV, 
and would sleep with it on the entire night. In fact, it’s because of 
her that I think Bob picked up the habit of sleeping with the TV on.

Dorothy was a classically trained musician, and brilliant. Music truly 
was her whole life. She ended up founding and touring with a medie-
val women’s group from England called Mediæval Bæbes. They had a 
good amount of success, and were pretty amazing as a group.

– Daniel Orlansky



I met Dorothy Carter in the early nineties and she was not only a huge inspiration 
but also a friend. We lived together for some time and I remember how she would 
hammer away on her typewriter in the early morning, writing lyrics and listening to 
the BBC. She was an incredibly strong personality who did not want to own much 
besides her instruments. Being free to come and go was her mantra and she would 
often set off to busk in Italy just for the fun of it. 

Dorothy told me about how she had lived in communes and anarchistic monaster-
ies, been a ship attendant on a Mississippi steam boat, had grown up in a Victorian 
mansion, run away to Paris and how much she loved her kids. She influenced me in 
every possible way and I am eternally grateful for having her in my life.

– Danielle De Picciotto

When Dorothy appeared on the Berlin scene, she would describe her-
self, in her inimitably charming and modest manner, as “just a little 
old lady from New Orleans, who plays that plinkety-plonk music.” 
She was so much more than that!

– Alexander Hacke



I first met Dorothy in late 1981 at the Penny Post 
coffeehouse in New Orleans. As soon as she started 
playing, a magical atmosphere descended on everyone 
present. Conversations came to an abrupt halt and as 
she continued her performance, it became obvious that 
we were all in the presence of a master musician.

Not only was Dorothy an amazing artist and storyteller, 
but above all she was a delightful individual. It was 
easy to see from the twinkle in her eyes and her shy 
smile that not only did she have remarkable talent, but 
was also a wonderful person.

Our friendship grew over the years, and even when I 
no longer lived in New Orleans, our paths would cross 
on my occasional trips back there. She never lost her 
sparkle.

In the spring of 2003, Dorothy spent two weeks with 
me and several other friends at our home studio in 
southwest Mississippi, recording seven finished tracks 
for a new album that she wanted to call Whisperwood 
Sonata.

Sadly, she passed away three months later. But her 
memory is still as alive as her music.

– Richard Blackmon



– Dorothy Carter



Hammer Chord Zither
and Other Zithers of the Chord Zither Family

 
At the turn of the century, before the days of records, CDs, and radios, it was impossible to 
hear music if you did not go out especially or made it yourself, unless, of course, you were 

wealthy enough to hire your own private musicians! This led more folk to learn instruments or to 
sing, and many a happy evening was spent making music.

 
Of course, not everyone has great musical talents, so there were instruments which were easy and 
quick to learn for those not so blessed. One of those instruments is the chord, or American zither. 
This differs from the classical zither by having papers to place under the strings with dots 
indicating the strings to be plucked. The dots are joined by a line which starts with an arrow 
indicating the direction of the run and marked with numbers to indicate the accompanying chords. 
These zithers come in different sizes, formats, and types, with single or double melody strings 
and with or without semitones. The number of harmony strings varied between the different types. 

A simple version of the basic type is made in Germany to this day.
 

A technically improved instrument is the hammer chord zither, or Fischer’s Mandolinette, so named 
because the sound of the rapidly repeated hammer strikes on the steel strings can resemble a man-
dolin. This instrument was made in Germany before the First World War. Some were made that resem-
bled a small piano (the piano harp), or even combination instruments, with the chord section of a 
zither combined with the pedals and bellows of a harmonium. In zither pianos the keyboard could 
be removed and the instrument plucked with the fingers. When in use, the keyboard was held in 

place by two pins to stop it sliding about.
 

Another type, the violin harp, used a bow to play the melody, with chords strummed in the normal 
way. The Aeolian harp zithers had arpeggio chords plus a manual autoharp with wooden manuals that 

had felt dampers to dampen the sound of unwanted strings.
 

Mechanical hammer zithers came in many shapes and sizes, with or without semitones. They all had 
a range of two octaves and an accompaniment of arpeggiated chords. Even these had papers with 

folk notes so that the musically uneducated could play them.
Paul Reissner improved this instrument in 1919 so that it played on a tape punched full of holes 

like a barrel organ. This zither, TRIOLA, was made from 1920 to 1925.
 

As times have changed, with an increased pace of life, singing and playing the zither have been 
replaced by TV, radio, and the record player. The character of popular music has changed, and 

folk music is the preserve of the enthusiast. Now these f ine instruments have faded into obscuri-
ty and most are curios.

 
The biggest practical problem leading to their decline is the need for continuous tuning of the 
large number of strings, especially since the characteristic clear and precise sound depends on 
perfect tuning. The instrument on which this recording was made has ninety-two strings and can 

stay in tune for several hours of continuous play.

Dorothy Carter, excerpt from Psalterium, (work in progress) 1989/90






